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Bureau of Reclamation
Mission Statement

The mission of the Bureau of Reclamation is to manage, develop, and protect
water and related resources in an environmentally and economically sound
manner in the interest of the American public.

U. S. Depanment of the Interior
Mission Statement

As the Nation’s principal conservation agency, the Department of the Interior
has responsibility for most of our nationally-owned public lands and natural
resources. This includes fostering wise use of our land and water resources;
protecting our fish, wildlife, and  biological diversity; preserving the
environmental and cultural values of our national parks and historical places; and
providing for the enjoyment of life through outdoor recreation. The Department
assesses our energy and mineral resources and works to ensure that their
development is in the best interests of all our people by encouraging stewardship
and citizen participation in their care. The Department also has a major
responsibility for American Indian reservation communities and for people who
live in island territories under U.S. Administration.

Disclaimer

The information contained in this report regarding commercial products or firms
may not be used for advertising or promotional purposes and is not to be
construed as an endorsement of any product or firm by the Bureau of
Reclamation.

The information contained in this report was developed for the Bureau of
Reclamation: no warranty as to the accuracy, usefulness, or completeness is
expressed or implied.



WATER REUSE RESEARCH NEEDS ASSESSMENT

INTRODUCTION

A workshop entitled “Ensuring the Reliability of Membrane Systems for Potable Water
Reuse” was held in Monterey, CA, just prior to the 1996 Biannual Conference and Exposition of
the American Desalting Association. The workshop was co-sponsored by ADA, the WateReuse
Association, and the Bureau of Reclamation. The purpose of the workshop was to examine the
application of membrane systems for production of highly treated reclaimed water suitable for
reintroduction into a domestic water supply reservoir. The workshop provided a platform for the
reuse community, including the membrane industry, water agencies, and regulatory
professionals, to brainstorm about research needs related to membrane systems and potable water
reuse, and to identify methods for adapting membrane technology from salt removal to the
removal of viruses and other water-borne pathogens.

During a break-out session of the workshop, participants organized into five working groups
(designated Groups I-V), each led by a facilitator. The purpose of the break-out session was to
obtain a better perspective of the most pressing research needs of the water reuse community, so
that the Bureau of Reclamation could use this perspective to direct its research in support of
water reuse, as authorized under Public Law 102-575, Title XVI.

Each group was given a list of three questions to stimulate the brainstorming:
1. What are the immediate research needs for water reuse?

l From the technology perspective?
l From the public health perspective?

2. What long-term research issues should be addressed?
3. What barriers are preventing implementation of water reuse?

l From the technology perspective?
l From the public perception perspective?
l From the regulatory perspective?

During each group session, the facilitator prepared a “flip-chart” list of the ideas generated
by the group relating to each of the three questions. Appendix B is a copy of each group’s input.
Most groups basically followed the list of questions supplied in organizing their ideas, but some
groups broke the questions down into subcategories.

At the conclusion of the brainstorming session, working from the list of ideas generated,
each group voted on what they considered to be the top priority needs for research related to the
role of membrane systems in potable water reuse. Some groups chose to select one or two ideas
from each of the three question areas, while other groups chose to tally the votes cast for each
idea. The italic type within Appendix B in some cases denotes the idea(s) selected to be the top
priority(ies) within each question area, and in other cases indicates the number of votes that each
idea received.
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GROUP RESULTS

Following is a brief narrative of the top priority responses from each group:

Group I.-This group identified the gathering of benchmark data from which to launch new
research as the most important immediate research need. The most significant long-term
research issues identified were (1) addressing public perceptions of reuse and (2) providing
improved research communication to avoid redundant and failed research. The barrier
preventing implementation of water reuse was determined to be the lack of public education on
the subject.

Group IL-This group identified the most important immediate research need to be an
assessment of what needs exist for both direct and indirect water reuse. The most significant
long-term research issue was considered to be the identification and removal of viruses and
pathogens, through quality detection methods, to ensure long-term reliability of the water source.
The barriers preventing implementation of water reuse were determined to be the lack of current
technology, and the negative public perception regarding reuse.

Group III.-This  group identified three most important immediate research needs: (1)
acquiring better technical understanding of pretreatment for reverse osmosis membranes, (2)
acquiring better understanding of health requirements, and (3) refining precise and robust
analytical health system techniques. The barriers preventing implementation of water reuse were
determined to be the lack of product reliability, education of the media in order that they may
validate the technology, and the accountability of state-certified laboratories.

Group M-This group identified creating an inventory of uses available for treated water,
and generally improving the efficiency of the technology as the most important immediate
research needs. The most significant long-term research issues were considered to be improved
technology for detection of impurities, changes in incentives and rate structures to encourage
reuse, and the establishment of technology to allow reclamation at the point of use. The barriers
preventing implementation of water reuse were determined to be public perceptions of the health
risks, regulation of concentrate disposal, and maintaining awareness of the power of special
interest groups with respect to reuse.

Group V.-This group determined that the regulation of brine or waste disposal, including
heavy metals, was the top priority issue. Other areas of concern include the need for long-term
health studies, including epidemiological studies; the need to address wetlands issues regarding
reuse; ensuring that government has appropriate involvement; the lack of public health system
monitoring equipment; viral and microbial removal; public education; and the negative public
perception of the source of the reused water.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, ensuring public health through advanced epidemiological research,
improvements in monitoring equipment, and proper government regulation; and education of the
general public, media, and regulators regarding potable reuse were the most often identified
issues of concern regarding potable water reuse research related to membrane systems. Also
noted as significant issues were the needs to address waste disposal and to coordinate
technological product research to ensure reliability and reuse success.
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APPENDIX A-WORKSHOP ATTENDEES

IVAN ANGELO
PALL CORP.
330 TURNBULL  CANYON RD
CITY OF INDUSTRY CA 91745

SCOTT BEARDSLEY
DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY
7200 OHMS LANE
MINNEAPOLIS MN 56439

DAVID BROWN
JUPITER WATER SYSTEM
2 10 MILITARY TRAIL
JUPITER FL 33458

NORMAN BUENA
STATE LAND INVESTMENT CORP
STATE CENTER, 333 J. LUNA ST
BINONDO, MANKA
MANILA, PHILLIPPINES

STEVE BURIAN
ADVANCED ENGMEERING  &
ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES, INC
4 14 UNIVERSITY AVE
GRAND FORKS ND 58203

DOUGLAS CANODY
VIRGINIA DEPT OF HEALTH -
OFFICE OF WATER PROGRAMS
19237 WAYLON DR
ABINGDON VA 242 11

SCOTT CAOTHEIN
PALL CORPORATION
330 TURBULL CANYON RD
INDUSTRY CA 9 1745

WILLARD CHILDS
VARI-POWER COMPANY
582 RANCH SANTA FE RD
ENCINITAS CA 92024

DAVE COMMONS
CITY OF CORONA
UTILITY SERVICES DEPT
815 W SIXTH ST
CORONA CA 91720

PAUL CULLER
SEATEC SYSTEMS, INC.
1080 E INDIANTOWN RD
JUPITER FL 33458

JEANNIE DARBY
CIVIL &  ENVIRONMENTAL ENGR
U. CALIFORNIA AT DAVIS
DAVIS CA 95616

STEVEN DURANCEAU
BOYLE ENGINEERING CORP.
320 EAST SOUTH ST
ORLANDO FL 32801

TONY ESTREMERA
SANTA CLARA VALLEY
WATER DISTRICT
5750 ALMADEN  EXPRESSWAY
SAN JOSE CA 95 118

EDWARD GEISHECKER
IONICS, INC.
65 GROVE ST
WATERTOWN MA 02 172

JIM GESELBRACHT
BLACK &  VEATCH
2300 CLAYTON RD
SUITE 1200
CONCORD CA 94520

BOB GROSS
SANTA CLARA VALLEY
WATER DISTRICT
5750 ALMADEN  EXPWY
SAN JOSE CA 95 118

JOSEPH HANCOCK
CITY OF BOCA RATON
201 WEST PALMEITO PARK RD
BOCA RATON  FL 33432

DANIEL HEWES-HARTMAN
CAMBRIA COMMUNITY
SERVICES DISTRICT
PO BOX 65
CAMBRJA  CA 93428

STAN HIGHTOWER
US BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
PO BOX 25007, D-8230
DENVER CO 80228

MARK HURLEY
BOYLE ENGINEERING CORP.
13 1 STONY CIRCLE, SUITE 750
SANTA ROSA CA 9540 1

PAUL JOHNSON
MEMTEC AMERICA
4116 SORRENTO VALLEY BLVD
SAN DIEGO CA 92121

HARBANS KOHL1
FLUID SYSTEMS CORPORATION
10054 OLD GROVE RD
SAN DIEGO CA 92 13 1

ANDREW LAYSON
MEMTEC LIMITED
130 WOODCOURT RD
BEROWRA HEIGHTS NSW 2082
AUSTRALIA

THOMAS LEAHY
CITY OF VIRGINIA BEACH,
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
MUNICIPAL CENTER -
OPERATIONS BLDG
VIRGINIA BEACH VA 23456

GREG LESLIE
ORANGE COUNTY WATER DIST.
10500 ELLIS AVE
FOUNTAIN VALLEY CA 92728

RONALD LINSKY
NATL. WATER RESEARCH INST
PO BOX 20865
FOUNTAIN VALLEY CA

92728-0865

JAMES LOZIER
CH2M  HILL
PO BOX 28440
TEMPE AZ 85285
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CHRIS MARTIN
BOYLE ENGINEERING CORP.
PO BOX 670
BAKERSFIELD CA 93302

JOHN MCARDLE
KOCH MEMBRANE SYSTEMS, INC.
850 MAIN ST
WILMINGTON MA 01887

STUART MCCLELLAN
DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY
4094 JONQUIL CIRCLE, S.
PALM BEACH GARDENS FL 334 10

ANDY MITCHELL
INFLICO DEGREMONT, INC.
1538 BROOKHOLLOW, SUITE C
SANTA ANA CA 92657

ALFONSO NAANEP
STATE LAND INVESTMENT CORP
STATE CENTER, 333 J LUNA ST
BINONDO, MANKA
MANILA, PHILLIPPINES

JOSEPH NORRIS
NRS CONSULTING ENGINEERS
1222 EAST TYLER, SUITE C
HARLINGEN TX 78550

ROBERT ORESKOVICH
DARE COUNTY WATER DEPT
600 MUSTAIN  ST
KILLER DEVIL HILLS NC 27948

DAVID PAUL
DAVID H. PAUL, INC.
PO BOX 2590
FARMINGTON NM 87499

WILLIAM PLUMMER
CARLSBAD MUNICIPAL
WATER DISTRICT
5950 EL CAMINO REAL
CARLSBAD CA 92008

JOHN POTTS
KIMLEY-HORN &  ASSOCIATES
443 1 EMBARCADERO DR
WEST PALM BEACH FL 33407

BAHMAN SHEIKH
PARSON ENGINEERTNG  SCIENCE
130 1 MARINA VALLAGE PKWY
SUITE 200
ALAMEDA CA 94 114-3406

TOM STOCKER
FLUID SYSTEMS
10054 OLD GROVE RD
SAN DIEGO CA 92131

JAMES VICKERS
MALCOLM PIRNIE, INC.
11832 ROCK LANDING DR
NEWPORT NEWS VA 23606

IAN WATSON
BOYLE ENGINEERING CORP.
13 1 STONY CIRCLE #750
SANTA ROSA CA 95401

KEN WEINBERG
SAN DIEGO COUNTY
WATER AUTHORITY
32 11 FIFTH AVE
SAN DIEGO CA 92 103

RAY WONG
SANTA CLARA VALLEY
WATER DISTRICT
5750 ALMADEN  EXPRESSWAY
SAN JOSE CA 95118

MIKE WRIGHT
SANTA ANA WATERSHED
PROJECT AUTHORITY (SAWPA)
11615 STERLING AVENUE
RIVERSIDE CA 92503

ROBERT YAMADA
SAN DIEGO COUNTY
WATER AUTHORITY
32 11 FIFTH AVE
SAN DIEGO CA 92 103

JOSEPH ZOBA
YUCAIPA VALLEY WATER DIST.
12770 SECOND ST / PO BOX 730
YUCAIPA CA 92399-0730



APPENDIX B-GROUP IDEAS

Group I Group II
Facilitator: Ron Linsky, National Water Research Facilitator: Steve Duranceau, Boyle Engineering

Institute Corp.

-l-

1 .

2 .

3 .

4 .
5 .

6 .

7 .
8 .

-2-

1 .
2 .
3 .
4 .
5 .
6 .

-3-

1 .
2 .
3 .
4 .

Viruses
a . Leaks through membranes
b. Disinfection process
C . Faster methodologies
Cost effectiveness

ab:
On-site testing
Water/wastewater streams

C . User and supplier
Alternative or new uses
a. Introduction to new industrial uses
b . Education programs for new industry
Clearinghouse of current research (on-line)
Unify technology-bring together for optimization
a . More industry cross fertilization
Development of a membrane product that can
withstand disinfection products
Interactive organizations-more partnerships
Benchmark data from which to launch new
research

Public perceptions (needs) - supply, quality
Cost effective processes
Water rights issues
What drives long term research?
Direct potable reuse
Improved research communication to avoid
redundant and failed research

Valid research
Lack of education
Public education
Public health

-l-  Immediate Research Needs

1 . Needs assessment for direct reuse (potable),
indirect reuse (salt water barriers, agriculture,
industry)
a . Health virus/pathogen barrier
b . Technology identification, usefulness and

durability of technology
C . Purpose to see what’s out there
d . Delineate by region, climate, environment
e . What’s the market(s) and demand for reuse

2 . Define, delineate, quantify water quality criteria
and acceptability
a . What constitutes industry water quality criteria

for reuse?
b . What constitutes industry water quality criteria

for agriculture?
C . Direct reuse
d. Residential reuse
e . Pharmaceutical

3 . Use of membranes and delineation of concentrate
uses/acceptability

4. Water quality-where’s it needed/required?
5 . How to deal with “at risk” groups of individuals

infants
elderly
immune deficient persons
cancer patients
general population

6 . OwnershipWho  controls? Who’s responsible?
Reuse alters permitting, water rights, cost, liability

7 . Technology transfer workshop (all sectors-public,
private)

8 . Document real case studies/existing progress
(public/private)

-2- Long Term Research Issues

1 . Virus/pathogen occurrence/removal-detection
methods, confirmation (QA/QC),  long-term
reliability

2 . Technology integrity evaluations (see e.) (no cost)
3 . Affordability/economics/liability
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4 . Ownership and water rights-long term (needs
changes, climate changes, demographic changes)

5 . Demonstration projects (see b.) (cost)
a . Specific technologies-cost and

performance/efficiency
b . Specific markets4eveloping  public-private

partnerships
C . Sustainability
d. Public involvement/education

6 . Monitor changes/periodically evaluate needs
developed in Immediate Research Needs.
(benchmark progress)

7 . Effects/impacts on distribution system integrity,
reuse quality, and at point of use

8 . Develop low-cost, reliable reusable reuse water
quality monitoring techniques

b .
C .

d .

Impact of NPDES
Establish definitions to avoid
miscommunications

i
-3- What Barriers are Preventing Implementation?

Conflicting OHSA,  EPA, state, local
regulations that do not comprehensively cover
this area - they can be contradictory Which
group will control?
States rights
Currently not a reuse regulatory agency (not
that we want one)
Product/consumer liability of its impacts
Ownership and liability
Standards for compliance with regard to
microorganisms? currently chlorine, CT,
residual controls but THM, HAA, DBP, etc.,
and how that relates to exposure routes
Bottom line, since we currently don’t have the
technology to identify, reliably, viruses and
pathogens, the regulatory is undefined

1 . Technology
a . Cost and performance
b . Treatment of process residuals/disposal
C . Verification of reliability
e. Distribution of product

2. Public perception
a . How to deal with propaganda (i.e., TV shows,

newspaper, grassroot activists)
b . Re-establish public trust in science

i:
Dealing with cost issues
Health issues

Group III
Facilitator: Stan Ponce, Bureau of Reclamation

-lA- Technical Standpoint

;:
Education of risk/science/why/how
Misperceptions

g- Need to provide a framework/basis of what the
different types of waters are - what’s the
current acceptable standard

drinking
reuse
wastewater
landfill leachate

1 . Train operational personnel better-wastewater &
freshwater
a . Dual/certification getting from 1 st point -

wastewater to freshwater system
b. Separate certification for these processes -

Federal plan, Federal certification 2
2. Better understanding ofpretreatment for RO

membranes I5
3 . Condense and simplify processes to make costs

more competitive with desalinization of saltwater

-lB- Health Perspective

Relative to degree of hazard 1 . Microbiological research in wastewater
Assuming distrust of baseline, must reaffirm 2. Better understanding of the requirements
thrust in what’s being provided to the public (microbiological and viral components) 12.5

h . Aesthetics 3 . Cost effectiveness of system performance
i. Method of marketing - water community 4. Analytical techniques that will be precise and

needs to provide positive accurate information robust 8.5
to public and monitor progress of information a . fast
releases to avoid distortions/misperceptions b. consistent (repeatable)

3 . Regulatory perspective 5 . Opportunities for self contained operational
a . Residuals disposal permitting-i.e,. membrane systems

concentrate from a WWTP 6 . Educate public/commercial (Miller beer situation)
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7 . Demonstration projects-side by side-freshwater,
wastewater recycle

-2- Long Term Research Needs

1 . Reliability equipment-how often do you need to
regenerate membrane before it’s replaced?

2 . What’s the (maximum) limiting ratio of freshwater
to recycled water?

3 . Flexibility to varying degrees of water quality (use)
4 . Long term reliability of treatment facilities and

operator capability
5 . Disinfection by products

-3A- Cost and Reliability

1 . Lack of reliability--we spend more on cost 4
2 . Infrastructure

a . Capital costs to develop a distribution system

-3B- Public Perspective

1 . Confidence in drinking water supply industry is low
2. Educating media so they don’t have ‘Ifirepower’-

validate technology 9

-3c- Regulatory

1. Realistic, safe limits
2. Accountability of state-certiJied  laboratories to be

consistent 8
3 . Accessing need to recycle water for consumption

(drinkable) vs. industry reuse
4 . Regional distribution versus separate need

Group IV
Facilitator: Stan Hightower, Bureau of Reclamation

-lA- Technologies - Near Term

1 . Good monetary evaluation of benefit-sand filter
vs. UF, etc. 6

2 . Energy consumption improvements 8
3 . Concentrate disposal 4
4 . Technologies for broadest use possible 3
5 . How technology fits with today’s and tomorrow’s

regulations 4
6. Clear set objectives
7 . Cost comparisons-reuse vs. natural water 4

8. Resource water development-industry inventory
of sources 2

9 . Groundwater improvement-groundwater recharge
I

1 0 . Effectiveness of each technology against each
contaminant 8

1 1 . Inventory of technologies available
12. Improve efficiency in every respect 9

-lB- Public Health-Near-Term Needs

1 .
2 .

3 .
4 .

5 . Independent risk studies (from EPA) 5
6 . Consumer advocate group to evaluate rules 5
7 . Easy effective test to evaluate virus removal 8
8 . Inventory of uses available once cleaned up 10

Cost/benefit-health, etc. 7
Not just drinking water and separate reuse specialist
-better coordination of both 3
Public perception problems 7
Emphasis- “If you use it, put it back clean” (like
Lake Erie) 6

-2A- Long Term Research Needs (Technology)

1 . Same as short term plus: II
2 . Water shortage going to give reuse more emphasis

5
3 . Reclamation at point of use-every hotel, eve9

business, etc. 17
4. Cost of water going up 5
5 . Agricultural water vs. municipal water-true cost

7
6 . Energy consumption 5

-2B- Long Term Research (Public Health
Perspective)

1. Better job of figuring out what is in the water
(coffee has TOC & color but we drink it) 18

2 . Meter to determine water out vs. in 5
3 . Change our incentives and rate structure to

encourage reuse I7

-3-  Barriers Preventing Implementation

1 . Technology perspective-identifying disinfection
strategy
a . Cheaper dual distribution system I
b. Costs/benefits 2
C . Energy consumption 3
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d. Environmental impact 6

;:
Longevity IO
Risk concerns-nothing perfect 3

is- Process verification-how do we know? 3
h . Demonstration projects on-line to develop

experience and confidence 5
i. Laboratory methods-not all proven, difficult,

time consuming (tests for contaminants) 10
j- Uses for reused water 5
k . Ultimate waste disposal-after we keep using

& reusing 4
1. Beneficial uses of concentrates 5

2 . Public perception

::
Mandated users not willing users 7
Health concerns (real or perceived) 13

i:
Confidence in technology itself 6
Reliability I

e. Lack of education 9
f . Not in my backyard, somebody should use but

not me 8
g. Different approach to planning (municipal,

etc.) 1
h . Water is a finite source not an infinite source

5
3 . Regulating perspective

a . Limit or check the power of interest groups
concerning water reuse II

b . Now have groundwater disinfection rules-
need similar rules for water reuse 7

Source/use specific 5
C. Conflicting regulations 8
d. Concentrate disposal 12

;;
Water rights issues downstream 6
Balance of benefits of technology/conflicting
rules 1
. Regulations restrict use of some

technology
. Establish decision tree including side

stream

tic Government needs to be more of a facilitator
instead of inhibitor ( a pain in the neck) 9

Group V
Facilitator: Lisa Henthorne, Bureau of Reclamation

-l- TFC reliability & cost (membranes in general)

1 . More microfiltration, ultrafiltration options
2. Other pretreatment options

3 Target cost of reuse vs. imported water-particle
removal-look at assisting manufacturer-will help
TFC (overall cost keep down)

-2-  Disinfection 2

1 . Chlorinated water behaves different than
chloramination-cascades through system

2 . Look at overall system
a. Will affect disinfection required
b . Can keep cost down

-3- Why is government involved in projects? 4

1 . Help w/cost-distribution system is big item
2 . Helps public perception
3 . Treatment is only 20% of cost-distribution is the

biggest cost 2

-4-  Public health

1 . Monitoring equipment isn’t available, acute and
chronic illnesses 4

2 . Viral removal, microbial removal 4
3 . Real time is most desirable I
4. Surrogate may have to do I
5 . Pinhole problems-membrane technology is still

superior in many ways

-5-  Regulations

1 . Technology outpacing the speed of regulation I
2 . Microfiltration is obviously BAT for many

applications-impacts on utilities
3 . May be a challenge for utilities
4. Not identifying MF/UF  as BAT may exclude it and

utilities-may be using substandard technology
5 . NF has been named as BAT in some applications
6 . Is membrane tech ready?-clouble  pass
7 . Can we validate each unit operation in the system?

Would this would help ensure public health? 2

-6-  Public Education 4

1 . General public 4
2 . Decision makers (local, state, Federal)
3 . Regulators
4 . The earlier the better 2
5 . Media
6 . Specifically targeted mechanisms

8



2
Brochures
Videos I

C . Workshops, public meetings 1
7 . Why are people hesitant to utilize reuse?
8. Getting over the hurdle-asier to make this

decision if no other options available
9. Public perception of where the water supply comes

from-no illusion of where wastewater comes from
4

10. Psychological barrier 2
1 1 . Breakdown by educating the decision makers 1
12. Long-term health studies including epidemiological

studies (4 years study) 7

-7-  Wetlands

1 . Bird guys come in-who does it belong to? 5
2 . Land intensive-a problem in some areas

-8-  Regulatory Issues

1 . Concentrate on more intricate uses-let more
standard (or accepted) through

2. Brine or waste disposal including heavy metals IO

9
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